Electronic Constellations

Gallery Sincich Višnjan 26.07. - 01.08.2014. Opening at 20 h
The exhibition Electronic Constellations brings to stellar municipality of Višnjan new media, intermedia and transdisciplinary works equally of artistic, scientific and technological content. Different perspectives and content in different formations of spatial and cultural context are bringing forth different understandings and meanings, and in some ways new constellations: the interaction is inevitable.

**Artists / Makers / Hackers:** Igor Brkić, Tomislava Borić, Tin Dožić, Ana Dumbović, Vana Gaćina, Ana Horvat, Deborah Hustić, Davor Jadrijević, Goran Mahovlić, Damir Prizmić, Hrvoje Spudić, Gjino Šutić, Mate Zec

**Curator:** Deborah Hustić

**Design:** Ana Labudović

**Organizer:** Galerija Sincich Višnjan

**Publisher:** Galerija Sincich Višnjan / Općina Višnjan

**For the Publisher:** Township Višnjan

**Director:** Romina Dušić

**con·stel·la·tion**

1. A group of stars that forms a particular shape in the sky and has been given a name

2. A group of people or things that are similar in some way

3. An assemblage, collection, or group of usually related persons, qualities, or things

*Source: Merriam Webster Dictionary*